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l. Answer all the questions, each in a word or a sentence.

1) Where does the word 'science'come from and what does it mean ?

2) Who is the authot ot A Biet History of Time?

3) What do you mean by dialect ?

4) What is syntactic ambiguity ?

5) Who is called the father of modern linguistics ?

6) Derine mimesis.

7) Who introduced codes in narration ?

8) What is historie ?

- 9) Who suggested the logico-scientific method and the narrative mode ?

10) What are lluid texts ? (10x1=10 Marks)

ll. Answer any eight, each in a short paragraph not exceeding 50 words.

11) What is meant by social sciences ?

12) Explain denotation and connotation.

13) Explain cognitive philology.

14) Diflerenliate between Fabula and Sjuzet.
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15) What is anthropology ?

16) What is hypertexluality ?

17) Who is an implied author ?

18) What is meant by sociology ?

19) What aie Althusse/s views on ideology ?

20) Explain semiotics.

21) What are the three levels of narration according to Gerard Genette ?

22) Derine irony. (8x2=16 Marks)

lll. Answer any six, eech in a paragraph not exceeding 100 words.

23) Write a short note on "History'.

24) Consider language as a weapon ol discrimination.

25) What is multilingualism ?

26) Elucidate 'Levi-Strauss' views on myths and narratives.

27) What are the characteristics ol narratives ?

28) Write a nole on online narratives.

29) What are Actants, according to Greimas ?

30) Discuss the relationship between language and history.

31) What is ambiguity and what are the ditferent types of ambiguity ? (6x4=24 Marks)

lV. Answer any lwo, each in about lhrre hundred words.

32) Analyse n6w criticism as a scientilic approach to literary studies,

33) What are the difiorent tunctions o, language ?

34) Describe the modes ot narration in history, according to Hayden White,

35) What is ha imponance ol humanites in he contemporary world ? (2xl 5=30 MarIr)


